2001 ford focus radiator

The radiator is an essential part of the coolant system of the Ford Focus. To ensure the radiator
helps cool the engine correctly, you should perform routine maintenance. Flushing the radiator
every other year helps keep the radiator free of grime and debris. This doesn't require a lot of
auto mechanics knowledge, just the ability to handle a crescent wrench and follow a few easy
steps. Park the Ford Focus on a level surface and engage the parking brake. Pop the hood and
touch the radiator. If it's not cool to the touch, allow the car to sit with the engine off until it is
cool. Rotate the radiator one full turn to release any pressure inside. Wait a few seconds and
then remove the radiator cap. Position a bucket underneath the radiator directly beneath the
drain plug or petcock valve. On the Ford Focus, the drain plug is on the driver's side at the
bottom corner of the radiator. Open the drain plug and allow the existing coolant to drain into
the bucket. Be sure to place the old coolant into a sealable container for proper disposal and
then place the bucket back into place once all the coolant drains from the radiator. Shut the
drain plug and pour distilled water, about three gallons, into the radiator. Drain the water, and
then repeat this process until the water is clear of debris. If you use tap water for this, it can
leave sediment behind that may damage the radiator, so use distilled water whenever possible.
Replace the drain plug back into its original position once you've completely flushed the
radiator. Dispose of the drained distilled water. Fill the radiator with coolant all the way to within
1 inch of the top of the radiator. You will need about 6 to 7q uarts of coolant. Start the car with
the radiator cap off and allow it to run until the cooling fan turns on two times. Then switch off
the ignition and check the coolant level. If the level in the radiator retreated, add more coolant.
Then put the radiator cap back on and close the hood. This article was written by a professional
writer, copy edited and fact checked through a multi-point auditing system, in efforts to ensure
our readers only receive the best information. To submit your questions or ideas, or to simply
learn more, see our about us page: link below. Step 1 Park the Ford Focus on a level surface
and engage the parking brake. Step 2 Rotate the radiator one full turn to release any pressure
inside. Step 3 Position a bucket underneath the radiator directly beneath the drain plug or
petcock valve. Step 4 Open the drain plug and allow the existing coolant to drain into the
bucket. Step 5 Shut the drain plug and pour distilled water, about three gallons, into the
radiator. Step 6 Replace the drain plug back into its original position once you've completely
flushed the radiator. Step 7 Fill the radiator with coolant all the way to within 1 inch of the top of
the radiator. Under no circumstance should you allow the coolant to drain onto the ground
because it's highly toxic to children and pets. Opening the radiator while hot can cause the
pressurized coolant inside to erupt and severely burn anyone in the vicinity. Ford Focus owners
have reported 14 problems related to radiator under the engine and engine cooling category.
The most recently reported issues are listed below. Also please check out the statistics and
reliability analysis of Ford Focus based on all problems reported for the Focus. Car is less than
6 years old, steering completely fails in very cold weather despite a fully electric epas steering
system no power steering fluid. In addition to the radiator and fuel pump needing replacement
within the full lifespan of this car, it is very unsafe and not road worthy. See all problems of the
Ford Focus. We took the car in to get fixed because the check engine light was on. When I turn
on the car and start driving the car feels like it loses its speed and it feels like the car is being
pulled back every time its driven forward. The car feels as if its being forced to drive and it
happens every time the car is being driven. We took it in to star Ford Lincoln glendale on s
brand blvd glendale, CA , phone number where they told us they fixed the car but the car
remained with the same problems with no evidence of fixed difference. When we picked up the
car after dropping it of at star Ford Lincoln we had to jump start the car because it no longer
turned even though the car would turn on before we dropped it off. The car also started leaking
water from the radiator even though that was not one of the reasons we left the car there. After
picking up the car fro there it has been remained park because we can not move it. I have had
transmission problems from day one. The car studded and stop from time to time. I almost got
into an accident with my daughter when the car suddenly stopped on me because of faulty
transmission. The radiator also went out. The steering gear locked up on me while I was driving
and I almost had an accident with my kids in the car. The contact owns a Ford Focus. While
driving 25 mph, the contact heard a dragging noise and pulled the vehicle over to the side of the
road. The contact noticed that the radiator fan was detached. The vehicle was not taken to a
dealer. The manufacturer was not made aware of the failure. The failure mileage was , The
power steering went out on this vehicle along with the transmission. Paid out-of-pocket for a
new steering column and rebuilt transmission. Now, something is wrong with the radiator
compartment. I believe that somewhere there is damage because once we are done driving for a
bit, the entire reservoir will leak out onto the ground. As I was driving the car, at low rpm's the
car would stutter and stall. It is more pronounced with the air conditioning on. Took it to the
dealer and could find nothing wrong with it, I was told this is common. On my way home from

the dealer the car stalled leaving a green traffic light and I was almost hit in the rear end. The car
finally lite a check engine light 3 weeks later. Dealer changed an O2 sensor and 4 days later in
July car went into "limp mode" in first gear as I was leaving a restuarant. The car hesitated and
stalled in traffic, I was almost hit in the rear of the car again. The dealer claims that the an
actuator controlling the radiator vents is bad, but this should no have caused the car to go into
limp mode. Ford has a TSB for a wiring harness problem, the number is TSB that explains the
issues of stuttering and stalling, but unless 2 codes are read on the computer they refuse to fix
it. The problem is well documented on Fordfocusst. Org website. Hundreds, if not thousands of
cars have the same issue. I believe that one day someone, if not many people, will be seriously
hurt due to this issue. My son was involved in a 4 car accident, he was the third car in the
accident. The first car claims that another car ahead of her stopped short and to avoid hitting
the car she slammed on the brakes causing the second car to hit her in the back. My son
couldn't stop immediately so he hit the second car in the back. The car is not driveable. My son
had to go in the ambulance since his chest was hurting and his neck got stiff and sore that he
couldnt move it. However I don't understand why the airbags didn't engage even when my sons
car got hit with enough force to dent his whole front end. Please advice yours truly, edwin mora.
The contact stated that while parked, she heard a loud grinding noise as oil and radiator fluid
leaked from under the vehicle. The vehicle was towed to an independent mechanic for
diagnosis. The mechanic stated that the engine would have to be replaced because the valve
stem had fractured, causing the piston to detach from the engine. The manufacturer was made
aware of the failure. The vehicle was not repaired. The approximate failure mileage was 90, The
first incident occurred two days or so after purchasing the car. Heard grinding noise in the front
of the car as if metal was dragging on asphalt. Took it to dealership and they stated it was
normal. About two weeks later check engine light came on. Took it to dealership and they ran a
test and said nothing was wrong and reset the computer. A week later, message comes on the
screen in the car to immediately pull over due to high temperatures. Lifted the hood and steam
was emanating from the coolant resevoir and the lid had come off due to the pressure. I had to
call for a tow to the dealership. They ran another test and found that the radiator fan had failed
and they had to replace it. More repeated trips to the dealership to address the grinding
transmission but to no avail. In April , I started to experience violent shuddering and jerking,
along with the grinding, and again took it to the dealership. They told my husband nothing was
wrong because they did not experience it when he came in. Took it back the next day, they ran a
test and found that I was is fact right that something was wrong. The clutch was being leaked
on by seals above it. They told me they had ordered the part and would call me when it came in.
I was not told to leave it there. They said they would call me when the part came in. The car
lurches forward when shifting and shudders horribly. I would not recommend this car to anyone
and I do not feel safe driving it and nothing seems to be done about it. Driving up freeway on
ramp , while pressing on accelerator engine made loud noise. I pulled to the right emeregency
lane open the hood. There was a hole on the block of my engine. Metal chunks were stuck on
my radiator. I also picked up metal pieces on the on ramp. When inspected the damages at
home the camshaft rod that holds the cam was broken. This vehicle is a total lemon. At 4, miles
5 disc cd player had to be replaced. At 15, miles the vehicle began leaking coolant and had to
have the radiator replaced, luckily it was still under warranty. At 22, the vehicle needed a new
alternator because it would not crank. At 24, miles the key became stuck in the ignition and
would not even turn over so the ignition was replaced. Had no problems until 54, then
everything spiraled out of control. The water pump went out, the pump housing was leaking.
The starter coil was bad a few fuses had blown that I hadnt know about. I had a full tune up,
sparkplugs and new wires and also purchased a new battery. I dont know what to do with it
besides send it to the junk yard because I would hate to sale it and pawn this money consuming
vehicle off on someone else. Ford should just buy it back from me. When his wife started the
vehicle and put it into drive, it suddenly accelerated. Consumer states that his wife was able to
apply the breaks and the vehicle stopped, but it was scary. Consumer also stated that the
vehicle runs hot. He says that he has had the heads and thermostat replaced,. He has also had
the radiator flushed, but the vehicle continues to run hot. He states the mechanic can not find
out why, and the vehicle still has the problem. While traveling noticed radiator fluid leaking.
Consumer had vehicle serviced. Technician stated radiator needed to be replaced due to a hole.
Please provide further information. The vehicle was taken in for warranty repairs on 10 separate
occasions and six attempt for the leaks, the problem in the front of the vehicle persisted. In
addition, the entire transmission had to be replaced because of several leaks, several circuit
and switches have broken down on the cruise control. The consumer was also concerned with
the gas mileage which had consistently fallen and did not act as the promoted dealers sticker.
The consumer requested a full refund for the purchase price. Car Problems. Radiator problem of

the Ford Focus 1. Radiator problem of the Ford Focus 2. Radiator problem of the Ford Focus 3.
Radiator problem of the Ford Focus 4. Radiator problem of the Ford Focus 5. Radiator problem
of the Ford Focus 6. Radiator problem of the Ford Focus 7. Radiator problem of the Ford Focus
8. Radiator problem of the Ford Focus 9. Radiator problem of the Ford Focus Engine And
Engine Cooling problems. Car Stall problems. Check Engine Light On problems. Engine Stall
problems. Engine problems. Gasoline Engine problems. Engine Shut Off Without Warning
problems. Engine Cooling System problems. Gas Recirculation Valve egr Valve problems.
Engine Belts And Pulleys problems. As the coolant moves through the engine it absorbs heat
generated by the combustion process. Heat coolant is released to the air in the radiator as air is
pulled across it's cooling fins by the electric fan. To keep the engine cool, the fans must work
properly and the coolant must flow freely through the engine. Allow the engine to cool
completely. Visually inspect the radiator hoses for obvious splits and leaks that could cause
coolant to be lost and overheating to occur. Verify the serpentine belt isn't missing. The water
pump is driven by a single serpentine belt that also drives the alternator and power steering.
Check the coolant level in the expansion tank located on the passenger side of the engine
compartment. The tank is clearly marked low and full. Add coolant as needed. Remove the
pressure cap from the top of the expansion tank and attach the pressure tester to the expansion
tank in its place. Pump the pressure tester until the pressure on the tester's gauge measures
the same as the pressure marked on the top of the pressure cap. Inspect all radiator and coolant
hoses for leaks and replace any leaking hoses. Inspect the water pump for leaks behind the
water pump pulley. Replace the water pump if it leaks behind the pulley. Start the engine and
allow it to run until the thermostat opens. The upper radiator hose will get hot when this
happens. If the engine overheats and the upper hose remains cool -- replace the thermostat.
Observe the cooling fans. They should come on automatically shortly after the thermostat
opens. If the fans do not come on and the engine overheats turn off the engine. Unplug the
electrical connector for the cooling fan motor located on the bottom of the fan motor. Check
cooling fan operation using a test light to verify the power and ground when the engine is hot.
Start the engine. Clip the test light to the negative battery terminal and probe the fan's electrical
connector. One of the terminals in the connector should cause the test light to come on when it
is touched with the probe indicating power is being supplied to the fan. Switch the test light to
the positive battery terminal and touch the terminals in the connector. The opposite terminal in
the connector should cause the test light to come on, indicating ground is supplied to the fan. If
power and ground are supplied and the fan doesn't come on, replace the fan motor. Replace the
cooling fan fuse if the previous test showed that power was not supplied to the fans. If ground
was not supplied to the fans, replace the coolant sensor screwed into the cylinder head below
the ignition coils on the driver's side of the engine. Lee Sallings is a freelance writer from Fort
Worth, Texas. Specializing in website content and design for the automobile enthusiast, he also
has many years of experience in the auto repair industry. He began his writing career
developing and teaching automotive technical training programs. Step 1 Allow the engine to
cool completely. Step 2 Check the coolant level in the expansion tank located on the passenger
side of the engine compartment. Step 3 Pump the pressure tester until the pressure on the
tester's gauge measures the same as the pressure marked on the top of the pressure cap. Step
4 Start the engine and allow it to run until the thermostat opens. Step 5 Observe the cooling
fans. Step 6 Check cooling fan operation using a test light to verify the power and ground when
the engine is hot. Step 7 Switch the test light to the positive battery terminal and touch the
terminals in the connector. Wear safety glasses and work gloves when working around a
running engine to prevent serious injuries. It is the last line of defense between you and an
overheating engine. Just because the radiator fan is not on does not mean that it is not working.
They are designed to only run when needed. There are a few simple reasons that the fan would
not be cycling on. If it is blown, replacing the fuse will only solve the problem for a very limited
period of time. Unless the wiring issue is fixed, the fuse will blow again. The wiring harness
itself can go bad. Your author has personally had a shredded tire completely pull the fan wiring
out of his vehicle. It can happen. The fan wiring is some of the more vulnerable wiring in your
Focus. You can test the voltage going from the fan relay to the fan itself. This video from
Ratchets and Wrenches is a phenomenal resource on how to properly diagnose a wiring
problem. Your engine temperature sensor is responsible for relaying your engine temp to the
ECU. Once the temp gets so hot, the ECU commands the radiator fan to come on. Depending on
the model year and engine, the location varies. If it does end up being this sensor, they are very
affordable. Without the coolant hitting the sensor, the temp reading will be significantly lower
than the actual engine temp. Adding coolant to a radiator dry enough not to trigger the engine
temp sensor can cause problems from drastic temperature change. Let it cool down first. Like
any other clutch, a fan clutch will wear out over time. If everything else seems on the up and up,

the springs in the fan clutch have worn past the point of proper function and can no longer do
their job. Of all the ones listed above, start with the coolant level, then check the fuse. Fan
Clutch Like any other clutch, a fan clutch will wear out over time. If there is anything that you
would like to add, please leave a comment below. Good luck!! With Autoparts24, you can
choose the delivery type that is perfect for you. Delivery to the nearest Access Point is always
included in the price when you buy from our shop. If you want your part sent directly to your
address, you can choose this â€” using either Standard or Express delivery. If time is of the
essence â€” and when you want your part delivered quickly to your address. Best when you
want your second-hand part sent directly to your address and when you need a very speedy
delivery. Choosing express delivery gets your second-hand part to you within business days. If
you want the item delivered to your address. Best when you want your part sent directly to your
address. Choosing standard delivery gets your part to you within business days. With
warehouses all across Europe and customers all over the world, we have to deal with huge
demand for an efficient, secure and reliable distribution network. We therefore use recognised
international distributors, such as DHL, UPS and Schenker, to ensure that all shipments are of a
high international quality standard. Search via: Licenseplate Original number Manufacturers.
Estimated shippingtime: workdays. Which delivery type should I choose? Express delivery If
time is of the essence â€” and when you want your part delivered quickly to your address.
Standard delivery If you want the item delivered to your address. Used radiator for Ford Focus
for sale. Find radiator now: Search via: Licenseplate Original number Manufacturers. Ford
Focus III. Ford Focus C-max. Ford Focus II Convertible. The prices shown are including VAT
and freight costs to England. Sort after Cheapest price Fastest delivery. Vat: 70,05 Delivery :
workdays Add to basket. Show all delivery options. Standard delivery: Free Estimated
shippingtime: workdays. Vat: ,70 Delivery : workdays Add to basket. Vat: 74,80 Delivery :
workdays Add to basket. Vat: 74,34 Delivery : workdays Add to basket. Vat: 86,36 Delivery :
workdays Add to basket. Vat: 87,50 Delivery : workdays Add to basket. Vat: 90,83 Delivery :
workdays Add to basket. Original Number : , , , 8MK , A. Vat: 93,98 Delivery : workdays Add to
basket. Vat: 95,43 Delivery : workdays Add to basket. Vat: 96,40 Delivery : workdays Add to
basket. Vat: 96,76 Delivery : workdays Add to basket. Original Number : Vat: 98,58 Delivery :
workdays Add to basket. Vat: 97,92 Delivery : workdays Add to basket. Vat: 97,91 Delivery :
workdays Add to basket. Vat: 98,83 Delivery : workdays Add to basket. Vat: ,46 Delivery :
workdays Add to basket. Vat: ,33 Delivery : workdays Add to basket. Vat: ,49 Delivery :
workdays Add to basket. Vat: ,58 Delivery : workdays Add to basket. Vat: ,74 Delivery :
workdays Add to basket. Vat: ,28 Delivery : workdays Add to basket. Vat: ,52 Delivery :
workdays Add to basket. Vat: ,48 Delivery : workdays Add to basket. Vat: ,07 Delivery :
workdays Add to basket. View all Radiator. Continue shopping. Find more parts for your car.
Skip to main content Menu. Close X. Call To Order: Accessory Belt Idler Pulley. Accessory Belt
Tension Pulley. Accessory Belt Tensioner. Accessory Belt Tensioner Assembly. Auxiliary Fan
Assembly. Auxiliary Fan Control Unit. Auxiliary Fan Motor. Bypass Hose. Coolant Pipe. Coolant
Thermostat Housing Cover. Coolant Water Outlet Housing Kit. Cooling Fan Resistor. Cooling
Hose. Cooling System Adapter. Cooling System Flush Gun Kit. Cooling System Tester Adapter.
Engine Coolant System Pressure Tester. Engine Coolant Thermostat Housing Assembly. Engine
Coolant Water Inlet. Engine Coolant Water Outlet Tube. Engine Cooling Fan. Engine Cooling Fan
Motor Connector. Engine Cooling Fan Resistor Kit. Engine Cooling Fan Spacer Kit. Expansion
Tank. Expansion Tank Cap. Expansion Tank Hose. Hose Clamp. Radiator Cap. Radiator Cap
Adapter. Radiator Drain Petcock. Radiator Fan Assembly. Radiator Hose. Radiator Mount.
Radiator Support Tie Bar. Thermostat Assembly. Thermostat Gasket. Thermostat Housing.
Thermostat Housing Cover. Thermostat Housing Gasket. Thermostat O-Ring. Water Distribution
Pipe. Water Outlet Gasket. Water Pipe. Water Pump. Water Pump Gasket. Water Pump Housing
Gasket. Water Pump O-Ring. Water Pump Pulley. Air Intake. Body Electrical. Chemicals and
Fluids. Climate Control. Drive Belts. Engine Electrical. Engine Mechanical. Fuel Delivery. Fuel
Injection. Tools and Hardware. Action Crash. DIY Solutions. Koyo Cooling. OSC Automotive.
Spectra Premium. Shop By Vehicle. Metrix Radiator. Click to Enlarge. Product List Price:.
Product Remark: Plastic Tank. Features: OE Quality - Higher quality and reliable performance
compared to competitive products Exact fit - No additional time consuming steps needed for
installation OE Engineered - Lightweight and improved engine cooling performance Aluminum
Core - Advanced design for optimum heat transfer Oil Cooler - Integrated OE design for efficient
thermal management. Shipping Options: Ground, Overnight, 2 Day. DIY Solutions Radiator.
Shipping Options: Free Ground Shipping. Koyo Cooling Radiator. Action Crash Radiator;
Premium. Product Remark: Automatic or Manual Transmission. Quality: Premium - High quality
new replacement part. APDI Radiator. Features: Increased thermal performance, enhanced
design features, and design commonization for maximum availability with the minimum amount

of parts. Meets or exceeds the manufacturer's specifications that are ready to install. TYC
Radiator. Spectra Premium Radiator. Denso Radiator. GPD Radi
dryer motor wiring diagram
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ator. Features: Radiators are an important part of the engine's cooling system. The main
function of the radiator is to extract and dissipate heat from the engine. Radiators help cool the
engine for optimal performance. OSC Automotive Radiator. Features: Hassle free installation O.
Drop in fit, form and function. All necessary fittings or hardware are included in each unit for an
easy install. The radiator core is tested prior to assembly and then once the assembly is
complete the unit is tes Enhancements added to solve original design failures and to improve
the life of high mileage vehicles: adding more fins per inch, thicker cores and even larger
transmission coolers to overcome the added heat associated with these vehicles. Show More
Show Less. CSF Radiator. UAC Radiator. Valeo Radiator. Features: Radiator. Catalog: A. Vehicle
Transmission Ford Focus. Catalog: Q. Vehicle Ford Focus. Catalog: D. Vehicle Notes Ford
Focus. Catalog: B. Vehicle Engine Ford Focus. Catalog: H. Catalog: N.

